s: yourbox
You define the application – we deliver your custom locker solution
Whilst developing the s: yourbox concept, we once again applied “out of the box” thinking.
The modular construction allows for various applications, ranging from a specific single
parcel locker to a complete collection system – precisely tailored to your needs.
Whether these are parcel lockers for key depositories, medicine storage, clothing or skis,
charging lockers for scooters or mobile phones or simply as a parcel delivery pick-up system.
Large or small compartments? Reinforced, cooled, heated or with a power connector?
Or everything combined? You decide!
In combination with the original Kleverkey solution, the s: yourbox becomes the ultimate
locker system, where residents, employees, customers or courier services can deposit or pick
up goods and documents anytime. Safely and easily.
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Assemble your personalised combination
The s: yourbox is either an innovative parcel box, a refrigerated pick-up
station, a secure cloakroom, a charging station, a combination of the
above, or a creation for your specific need.
All elements of the unit can be customised, including: the colours, the
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compartment sizes, the locking system and any added functionalities.
Our extensive and sophisticated experience in metal construction and
specific know-how in digitally interconnected pick-up stations,
guarantee an intelligent, top quality Swiss solution. The elegant unit is
manufactured in high-quality, corrosion resistant aluminium.

Features
Parcel Locker
Collection or deposit lockers for goods or mail

Power Connector
Electrical equipment for mobile phone charging
stations or scooter storage lockers

Heat-retaining Compartments
Solutions for company catering or take-away

Cooling Compartments
Refrigerated collection units at pharmacies
or for the food sector

Cloakrooms or Collection Lockers
Safe locker solutions for sports facilities and
companies, collection units for laundries, or rental
and storage stations for ski equipment

Vandal-proof key safes
Key boxes for garages, rental services, hotels
or in the real estate sector

Possibilities
Innovative Locking System
Ranging from mechanical locks and badges,
to App solutions

Custom-made Design
Vast choice of colour schemes, material designs,
labelling and lighting

Flexible Scaling
Personalised compartment dimensions
and unit sizes

visu’l

Innovative cooling compartments in detail
Cooling compartments
Refrigerated collection boxes for the safe delivery
of temperature-sensitive goods such as foods,
beverages or medicines

Dimensions
Cooling compartment size M
Depth: 437 mm
Inside dimension (W × H × D)
230 × 500 × 300 mm

Cooling compartment size L
Depth: 537 mm
Inside dimension(W× H × D)
600 × 500 × 400 mm

Technical data
Voltage

12 / 24 V

Power

54 watts

Current consumption

4,6 A / 2,3 A

Operating noise

25 db (A)

Temperature range

-20 °C to +50 °C

Inner lining material

1 mm V2A

Insulation thickness

50 mm

The temperature is monitored by a thermostat integrated in each cooling
compartment according to the HACCP concept. Data is saved to an
internal log file in the control system installed in the locker system.
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The temperature of the cooling compartment is controlled by the
internal thermostats according to the requirements.

